Terms and Conditions
--Reservations are encouraged particularly during peak seasons (spring through fall).
Please note that the first two days are charged in advanced and NON-REFUNDABLE.
Store credit or a rain check is available if something beyond your control happens.
(Please keep in mind that we can not control the weather either and again will offer a rain
check)
--Our rental day is from 10am to 5pm. We use the last hour to ready the bikes for the
next days usage. If you rent for multiple days the bike is due back by 5pm on the last
day.
--Demo/rental. We offer up to $120 of your rental fee towards the purchase of a
similarly priced bike. Often, the bike you ride is available for sale as well. Our
demo/rental bikes range from around $1000-$2500, quite an investment if you are
looking to buy. Actually riding the bike you might be interested in as a great way to
insure satisfaction with the product.
--Helmet and tube repair kit is included in the rental price. We only charge you for the
tube or CO2 if you lose or use it.
--Pedals- All rental/demo bikes are equipped with platform pedals. We are happy to
install your pedals on request.
--Brakes- On all of our bikes the left lever operates the front brake. We will switch
brakes upon request at your expense. Many of our bikes are hydrolic brake equipped.
Thus switching brakes includes changing brake hoses and bleeding the system.
--Damage- Missouri trails are very challenging. We have lots of rocks, trees and logs.
Sometimes people crash into some of these things. Whatever the situation you are
responsible for damage to the bike. You will get the opportunity to look your bike over
prior to leaving the shop. When you get back we will go over the bike again to assess
any damage. In the event that you damage a bike during transport or because of a fall we
only charge dealer cost (and in some cases) no labor for the repairs. All bikes are washed
and serviced after each ride. We're not out to gouge anyone. We just want to keep our
fleet looking and riding great for for the next rider.
--Rain-- Although it doesn't rain that often in the summer, when it does, it trashes the
trail and really mucks up the bikes. PLEASE use good judgment and don't ride our trails
when they're wet. Usually a quick call to the shop yields up to date trail conditions.
--Shipping us your own bike-- If you decide you want to ship and ride your own bike
and not rent one of ours please call first. We will need information before you ship both
in and on the box. We charge $15 to hold a box and additional charges to build, tune and
re-box your bike to ship it back to you. In addition shipping ain't cheap either. Usually it
ends up being cheaper in the long run to rent.

